Beaver News, 46(14) by unknown
The Campus Recruiting Pro-
grwn run by the Career Planning
and Placemt Office began Janu
ary 20 1972 The Recruiting Pro-
grain brings to campus representa
tives from business government
and sehoo districts to interview
graduating seniors for employment
Thus far 14 organization5 have
scheduled dates for campus inter-
views In addition two schools
have asked to come to interview
prospective students The schedule
for second semester is as follows






February 10 Mt Pleasant
School District Wilmington
DeIawe
Febniary 15P Mutual Life
Insurance Company
February 17 Naval Publica
tions Forms Center
February 23 Budd Company
February 29 Downingtown
Area School District
March Institute of Para
legal Training
March 14 First Pennaylvanja
Bank
March 16 State of New Jer
sey
March 21 Radnor Township
School District
High school teachers will study
such subjects as ecology environ-
mental assessment the popuinUo
explosion and the nations power
needs and its impact on the en-
Vironment at the 1972 summer in-
titutes supported by the National
Science Foundation
To assist schools to improve their
effectiveness of instruction in sci
ence and mathematics the Foun
dation recently awarded grants to-
taling $13.7 million for summer in-
stitutes for secondary school teach-
era of science and mathematjcs
The grants support 274 summer
institutes that provide study oppor
tunities for 10000 high School
teachers from throughout the coun
try
Dr Edward Gates president
of Beaver College has received
from the National Science Founda
tion award letters announcing two
institutes for the summer of 1972
at Beaver College making Beaver
one of only 44 schools in the United
States to be granted more than
one award
The institutes to be conducted
by 190 colleges and universities
usually last from six to cight
weeks typical institute enrolls
about 40 partielpants and inciudes
laboratory or field work lectures
discussion sessions and seminars
Many institutes prepare teachers
in new courses to be implemented
in tiieir schools An important
part of every institute is the op
poztunty for teachers to work
The advantages to senior hay-
ing campus interviews are numer
ous It is probably the easiest
way to obtain an interview Also
student has better chance of
finding employment if she applies
early rather than waiting until
graduation
Interviews will be by appoint-
meat only They may be scheduled
beginning today in the Career Plan-
fling and Placement Office room
classroom building
Literature about the recruiting
organizations are available in the
Career Library The materiaj
should be read before an interview
is scheduled Students who är
range interviews should submit
their registration forms before-
hand
Copies of the College Placement
Annual are stifi avaiable in room
The Annual Lists all federal
government agencies and compan
ies which expect to hire college
graduates this year
Students Who receive any job
offers from business or government
agencies should report them to
Mrs Gilpin whether or not they
choose to accept them The in-
fonnatics is for the College Place-
ment Council National Salary Sur
vey This group is especially in-
terested in
obtaining data on job
offers to women AU thfonnatjon
is anonymous and strictly conulden
closely with university scientists
and other teachers in informal and
formal sessions
One of the grants presented to
Beaver in the sum of $60 570 will
be used for summer institute in
sociai science
psychology for high
school teachers This program will
be directed by Dr Samuel Came-
ron associate professor of psychol
ogy The eight week program will
focus on theory research and
methodology in the areas of per-
sunality personality assessment
and social psychology It will be
oriented toward the acquisition of
techniques skills and behaviors
that will enable the teacher to de
sign and teach high school course
in social science psychology The
institute will also provide the high
school teachers with an opportunity
for improvement and practice of
didactic techniques through work-
tag with high school students in
concurrent summer high school
demonstration class in social pay-
chology
In addition to Dr Cameron the
staff of the institute will include
Dr Bernard Mausner Dr Barbara
Nodine Dr Norman Miller and Dr
Cordon Carr all from Beaver Col
Dr Rose
What is the aim or purpose of
liberal arts education
One of the ideas of liberal arts
education is to become aware of
ones thought processes College is
time for developing ones potential
it provides tremendous oppor
tunity to exploit all that is available
to the student and by exploit
mean an active seeking and
utilization of things in the world
around us College should provide
an atmosphere for this kind of en-
deavor
What is liberally educated person
liberally educated person is
one who has an increased aware-
ness of and improvement with
her environment environ-
ment in the broadest sense of the
word She has an awareness cur-
iosity deeper feeling for the
ideas philosophies and thought
processes that surround her In
Continued on Page Col
preaches This program will be
the eleventh institute directed by
Dr Arthur Breyer chairman of
the department of chemistry and
physics The staff will consist of
Mr George Stevens chemistry
teacher at Lansing High School
Ludlowville New York Mr Harold
Ferguson chemistry teacher at
Harriton High School Lower Mer
ion Township Pennsylvania Mr
James Spencer chairman of the
science department at the Choate
School Wallingford Connecticut
and Mrs Elaine Kilbourne audio-
visual specialist and independent
study director at the University of
Marylands department of chemis
try Two of these teachers have
won the coveted national James
Bryant Conant Awards for excel-
lence in the teaching of chemistry
Guest lecturers for the program
will include Dr Hubert Alyea pro-
fessor of chemistry Princeton Uni
versity and Dr Lauren Wilson
chairman of the department of
chemistry Ohio Wesleyan Univer
sity Delaware Ohio
Forty high school teachers from
all over the United States will be
selected from among approximately
300 applicants In the past five to
ten additional teachers from other
countries and about five college
students are invited to attend the
program Interested Beaver stu
dents sbeuld contact Dr Breyer
box 732 if they wish to be consul-
ered for plane in the chemistry
What is the market value of
liberally educated person
liberal education in its purest
sense is not aimed at job mar-
ket For an imaginative person
liberal education is probably the
best thing she can have For an
unimaginative person liberal ccl-
ucation may be the worst thing she
can have And unfortunately many
people are unimaginative
My aim is to give my students
an understanding of the historical
place that art has held in civlliza
tion belief that it can continue
to hold prime position in tech-
nologically-oriented age that the
making and understanding of art
is necessary for mans cultural do-
velopment
hope that they can have the
necessary skills to do what they
want to do and so have an under-
standing of and belief in them-
Continued on Page Col
recently honored by Beavers
chemistry department Dr Arthur
Breyer professor of chemistry and
chairman of the chemistry and
physics department presented Ca-
rol with the book entitled The
Handbook of Chemistry and Phy
5165 This is an annual award
that goes to the person with the
George Bruch vice-dean and
professor oct law at Villanova Uni
veraity will speak on law school
admission procedures today at 430
pm in the Rose Room The pro-
gram is open to all students who
are interested in law career
Dr Bruch has the following Ic-
grees Ph.D Xavier University
LL.B Georgetown Univeraty and
14L.M George Washington Univer
sity He will speak to students
considering law athool in general
Mr Kiockars
What is the aim or purpose of
liberal arts education
The purpose is to communicate
the symbols and traditions of ciii-
ture that one lives in to bring
the historical heritage to succeed-
ing generations Failure to do this
produces generations of barbarians
Each freshman class horde
of barbarians the mission of the
faculty and the college is to work
towards the completion of their
civilization The only distinction
between someone who is civilized
and someone who is barbaric is
sense oif history an awareness
and understanding of the symbols
and traditions of her culture
liberally educated person is
one capable of enjoying the life of
the mind person capable of
understanding and communication
which is made possible by that per-
sons inheritance of context in
which communication is possible
In order for communication to take
place rules of conduct are essen
tial
What Is the market value of
liberally educated person
Colleges have been fascinated
with the idea of training people
for specific technical task so-
cml worker psychologist biologist
etc For many colleges it is not
so much question of what is the
Continued on Page Col
chemistry course
Although Carol who is them-
istry major now has no planned
projects she did participate in the
1971 National Science Foundation
Summer Institute Upon gradua
tion from Beaver Carol intends to
enter medical school and eventu
ally concentrate her work in the
field of pediatrics
and Villanova in particular
Dr Bruch will concentrate on
answering questions such as the
importance of LSAT scores the
background and preparation for
law school and the dh1culty of
getting into law school
Dinner will follow the discussion
and students interested in the pro-
grain and/or dinner are asked to
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sponse from students they oannot
justify return visit
Beyond Liberal Arts Education
by Tobi Steinberg
On Monday January 31 non-structured panel disuon wiji be held in Heinz lobby at 730 p.m
with Ms Ruth Lehrer assistant professor of fine arts Mr Carl Klockars assistaijt professor of sociology andDr Raymond Rose assistant professor of biology as the panel members As an insight into the types
of questions that will be discussed but not
necessarily answered the panelists were interviewed and
their provocative answers appear below
Ms Lehrer
What is the aim or purpose of
liberal arts eduestion
It is the search for cuiiturai
history discovering or inventing
ways and means that will allow the
student to realize who she is in
relation to the world in which she
lives and to learn how to operate
mit
What is libersily educated person
liberally educated person is
one who can have lunch with
painter biologist and sociolo
Mr Carl Kiockars assistant
professor of sociokgy
April 18 Philco-Forj tiai
Ms Ruth Lchrer assistant
professor fine arts
gist and not be bored or bore them
The number of organizatio
coming to campus this year is The Beaver College Glee Club
smaller than last year This Is will be singing with the mens
partly because of the currant ceo-
Glee Club of the University of
nomic conditions and partly be- Pennsylvania on Friday night
cause of the small number of stu- January 28 The concert will
dents who have signed up for In- at 15 p.m in Murphy
terviews in the past It is expen- Chapel Price of admission is
sive for an orga.nizatien to recruit $1.50 no charge for students of
at college campuses so if organi- Beaver College
saUces do not have good re- _______________________________
NSF to Sponsor Institutes in Psychology
And Chemistry for High School Teachers
Dr Raymonj Rose assistant
professor of biology What do you hope to impart to
your students as professor of
liberal arts
What is liberally educated person
Award Presented to Carol Tuttle
Carol Tuttle sophomore was highest average in the freshman
Law as Career
lege
To Beaver also grant for
$66992 has been awarded for
summer institute In chemistry for
high school teachers eaititied Mod
era Chemical Concepts and the
Teaching High School chemistry
by the OBA and CHlM Study Ap- institute





























Bobbie Stern Pat Doebler
Barbara Bryant Connie Difede Sara Mintz
Allison Oliphant Lynne Kovinow
Consultant Edgar Schuster
The Beaver News is weekly publication by and
or Beaver students and does not necessarily reflect
the opinion of the college or student body
_9 I/ave tL .TJm
The expression dont have the time to
do anythinghas replaced the outworn epithet
of apathy this year as reason or if you
will justification for why nothing is happen-
ing on campus It is interesting that there
has been shift from the general to the spe
cifie in other words students are apathetic
is very general malaise whereas students
are now admitting that the cause is mdi-
vidua1 dont have the time
have heard this so many times that its
almost funny if it didnt offend me so much
Because as see it college is much more than
classes and going away on the week-ends and
certainly schoolwork cannot possibly take up
all of our waking hours
Yet there are so few doers on this cam-
pus Why think part of the reason is
that students are afraid to get involved in
any extra-curricular activities and just
think about what the term extra-curricular
means Perhaps it is feeling of not being
qualified to write news story or play bas
ketball competitively or work on committee
maybe it is fear that being part of an





Academy of Music Broad and Locust Streets
WethiesdaY January 26 30 p.m Philadelphia
Orchestra
YM/YWHA Brad and Fine Streets
Saturday January 29 830 p.m
An Evening
With Joseph Strick and His Movien
Bandbox 30 Arinat Street
Tuesday January 25 and
10 40 p.m Milihouse
50 p.m The Presidents Analyst
more
But experience has shown
that the
one has to do the better one utilizes time
The only way to prove this is to try it
And
there are certainly many opportunities
every committee or organization needs more
student support and would certainly welcome
it Coincidentally self-nominations are
cur-
rently open for the Senate
Try it you just might like it
eaveP Colleje
..A Jarce
and its farce that theres an Honor
Code
which students respect by cheating
and its
farce that petition is required
before attempting
to change any campus policy
and its mock
that after the petition is
handed over to the proper
authorittes that it somehow seems to stop there
and it farce that students have
no say in
teacher evaluation and its farce that
male
guest can spend night anytime althugh
24 hour
parietals are not officially
in effect and its
farce that the trustees who dont live on campuS
or attend classes here have more say than
the sin-
dents and its farce that students eompiain




Less than one percent at the popular vote put
John Kennedy into the Presidency over
Richard
Nixon Kennedy 49.71 Nixon 49.55
Less than one percent of the popular vote put
Richard Nixon into the Presidency over Hubert
Humphrey Nixon 43.16 Humphrey 42.73
Eight percent of the votingage population will
be made up of the 18 to 21 year-olds in 1972
The above statistics were taken from an
article
appearing in the January issue nit
Glamour Maga
eine To the right is guide compiled by the Youth
Citizenship Fund Inc in Washington
which
gives registration
requirements ef each state
We
have included Pennsylvania New Jersey arid New
Yark since the majority of Beaver students
are residents in these states anyone
from
arty other state WOUJAI
like the thforination contact
Tobi Steinberg
letter below
On behalf of the department of
fine arts want to thank all of
you for your generous participa
tion and to all of the art students
who did so much to make the sale
success congratulations on
splendid effort
Bangladesh has established itself
as an independent nation but the
problems for the refugees go on as
Ms Jacobs indicates in her letter
If anyone would like to make
personal contribution the
address
of Project Relief Inc is
P.O Box 1555
Providence Rhode Island 12901
Ageln thanks to all
Sincerely
Jack Davis Chairman
Ed Note Below is the letter
which Mr Davis received from
Project Relief
Dear Mr Davis
We received today your check
for $450 We would like to extend
to you our admiration
for your
facultys and students initiative in
translating your concern for the
refugee problem into tangible sup-
port
It is true that since the farina-
tion of Bangladesh many of the
refugees are returning
to their
homeland There are however
staggering problems still to face
there are thirty mlffion homeless
rehabilitative programs must be
established for the returning ref
gees and any emerging nation
needs massive amount of sup-
port In addition many of the
refugees may still be in camps in
East Bengal and these have to be
fed clothed and provided for
You will be hearing from us





Primary held Apill 25
Registration deadline
for general election Septem
bar 16
Contact County eouimissiouer or RegistratiOn
commission in Philadelphia
Residency requirement
90 days in state 60 days


















Contact Inspector of election
Residency requiilremelLt
three months irs
county city ten days in precinct
Absentee registrlat-40fl permitted
Peace
5hanLs to Cnzfish 40
To the Editor
Id like to publicly thank the
students of my English 40 Mod
ernism class for teaching me So
much last semester The poet
Auden once said that good
book reads us this class taught
me It taught me so well that by
the end of the semester became
in the words of Wallace Stevens
connoisseur of chaos Unlike
the conversations on the magic






just fmmd out that the new
library hours include 30 to
p.m break do understand that
this is becauSe of budget cut
but these particular hours are very
difficult for day students to work
with or aronad
There are many of us who can-
not take advantage of the late eve-
ning hours because of transporta
tion arrangements live close by
and can come on weekends but
this is no solution for day students
who live at distance or for do-
big assignments given and due
during the week
also realize head count
showed 430 to p.m were light
hours But it is important to
realize whose heads were being
counted The hour of 430 p.m is
particularly unfortunate choice
students who do on campus work
find themselves in offices or do-
partments which also close at 430
p.m There are many for whom
class work transportation and
lunch schedules make during-the-
day-use of the library impossible
Some of us stay on campus for
seminars ar activities and right
before dinner time is ideal After
dinner and seminar or rehearsal
or meeting it is too late for any-
one who must drive any distance
to stay and work in the library
Please may we have the library
open 430 to 530 p.m
Thank you
4eUe4 tc e4e ditO4
_4 Succes3/u/ ..Art SaL
To the Editor
The Christmas sale this year
with prodts going to the East
Pak
istan Refugee Program was our
most successful sale We were
able to contribute 450 to Project
Relief from whom we reôeived the
Orchestra Pops Concert Arthur Fiedler
con-
ducting
Sunday January 30 p.m Carly Simon




First Baptist Church 17 and Sansom
Streets
Sunday January 30 p.m organ recital by
Mark Bailey
DANCE
hail Gymuasiwn Swartlunore College
Friday January 28 830 p.m folk dancing
DRAMA
New Locust Theatre 1411 Locust Street
January 25 through February Bocketts
Wait-
ing For Godot
Walnut Street Thatre and Walnut Streets
January 19 through February Born Yestertp
by Garson Kanin
Society 11111 Playhouse 50 South Street
January 26 through February Three Meu On
Horse by John Helm and George Abbott
LECTURES
Newman Hall 3720 Chestnut Street University of
Pennsylvania
Monday January 31 p.m symposium The
Homosexual in Society and the Church
Parrish hail of Trinity Church Chester Road and
College Avenue Swarthinore
Sunday January 30 10 a.m Can Religion
be
the Fonndatiosl of Morality by Ha.ris Obey-
deik associate professor of philosophy
and
Linwood Urban professor of religion both
of SwarthmOre College
EXHIBITIONS
Wilcox Gallery Pearson Theatre Swartlunore College
Jaffliary 25 through 31 student works
in various
media
Philomathesin Art Gallery College Hall University
of Pennsylvania
January 25 through Febiliary
The Architec
tural Drawings of Paul Phillipe Cret
Philadelphia Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin
Frank-
lie Parkway
January 25 through 30 Paul Strand
Photo-
graphs 1915-1968
January 25 through February
27 Silkscreen
History of Medium
Fleisher Art Memorial 715-119 Catharine
Street
January 25 through 27 Being and Nothingness
FILMS
Philadelphia Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin
Frank-
un Parkway




__4 flote 0/ ..Appreciat
Anyone interested in working
on the
Beaver News is invited to an open meeting
tomorroW at 480 p.m in the News room
Refreshments will be served
To Beaver Students and Personnel
want to thank you so much for
the thoughtful and generous re
tirement gift certainly do ap
predate it and will always treasure
the memory
Susan Moyer 1972
Continued on Page Col
There will be meetg tod in the SGO
room at 430 p.m for anyone interested
in
working on the Student Referral
Service
Everyone is welcome For
further iriforma








six months in state
days hi county
No absentee registration
right here on campus
Mount Pleasant Childrens House
Is located on the second floor of
Murphy Hall The school has been
started by group of parents In
terested in the best possible pre
school education for their children
The primary goal of the school is
the fullest development of the chil
drens individual capacities using
the Montessori philosophy and ap
paratus
Dr Maria Montessori biologist
and scientist began revolution
In primary education at the turn
of the century She believed that
education should meet the needs of
the whole child including his
mind his body ami his spirit Her
approach to teaching was built on
her respect for the child and her
belief that children are capable of
learning serious subjects at an
eariy age impelled by the Innate
desire to learn
Dr Montessori abandoned the
traditional formal classrooms
where children had fixed places
learned set lessons and were sub
ject to lectures by the teacher
She created an entirely new class
room environment scaled to the
child allowing him freedom to
choose his work under the guidance
of teacher who showed the child
the proper use of apparatus within
the classroom
The emphasis in the Montessori
classroom is not on competition or
production but on mutual coopera
tien and the fullest possible de
velopnient of each child according
to his capabilities Children in
these surroundings develop love
of learning as well as self-confi
dence and discipline
The Mount Pleasant Childrens
House admits children of age three
fcw program of three years
son teachers at the school Miss
Guicla and Mrs Kovalevsky
Classes are held five days week
with two sessions morning and
all-day The teachers confer with
the parents of the children fre
quently as their close cooperation
is necessary for the program to
succeed
We love being on the Beaver
campus said Miss Guida The
children are safe to play and run
on the campus and its so beautiful
here she continued Everyone
is so cooperative The children
were invited to see the animals in
the psychology department which
was quite exciting for them she
said
observation booth with one-way
glass is going to be built In the
near future Psychology students
will then be able to watch the chil
dren without disrupting the class
room in any way
Miss Jane Detra of the physi
cal education department has been
holding gym classes with the chil
dren stated Miss Guiclia She
teaches them games so they can
become familiar with social in
struction she concluded
So far this school has been very
successful in applying the Montes
sort method to children in this area
More and more parents are realiz
ing the potentials of an educational
system such as Dr Maria Montes
sort introduced years ago
On January 29 and 30 the Play-
ward Bus Company will present
Gods Trombones by James Weldon
Johnson The show will be held in
the Little Theatre and features
gospel singing and seven religious
sermons by the black poet/play
wright James Weldon Johnson
The sermons which are written as
poetry in blank verse will be dra
matically presented by Jim Mapp
the director of the Philadelphia-
based Playward Bus Company
along with an associate George
Coffins and choir of singer/ac
tors
Gods Trombones which has en-
January 25 1983 Last week as
was sitting in my office near the
Information Retrieval Center at
Beaver one of our Behavior Mocli
fication Technician Trainees came
to me completely mystified by
chance occurenee of the previous
week While visiting her family
she went through some things
which had been her mothers early
possessions Among them she
found book Now she had seen
books in museums and in historical
dramas on the video viewer but
she had never actually examined
one before explained to her that
books usually had been written by
single person around his private
ideas concerning one or series of
topics which he chose sometimes
quite irresponsibly or by whim
trainee then called student
had to retrieve by hand from huge
shelves series of these books
which she might guess would con
tain desired information Trainees
were required to stay on campus
much of the time and attend talks
by varoius technicians then called
teachers Trainees had to as
semble collections of these books
manually and write up term pa
per assigned by the teacher so
that what is now gathered by our
present retrieval print-outs
in min
utes would take days or weeks
Arent you readers glad you didnt
get your training
back in the good
ole days of the early 70s
But am digressing This book
the trainee had seen was full of
phrases and remarks which she
found puzzling and offensive Peo
ple were often identified by sex
place of residence occupation age
or other possibly offensive qualifi
cations Her reactions to this old
book and the explanations felt
obliged to give her reminded me
of the tremendous pace of change
in the last ten or 15 years and it
occurred to me that it might be
helpful to give to current
trainees
kind of chronology of events in
the 70s and early 80s to explain
how our present textual proprieties
and writing style came to be
The first of the unjust personal
identifications to fall was of
course racial or ethnic
this way
back in the 1960s when newspa
pers stopped referring to
criminal
suspects by such terms The pro
hibition spread to application forms
by Dr Norman Johnston
for jobs college admission forms
and eventually to the census and
other governmental record-keep
ing Although negro and
white disappeared very soon it
took several years before national
origins were eliminated This
came after much agitation from
the Sons of Italy Protective So
ciety largely to prevent ethnic
identification of gangsters Even
tually such terms as of Irish an
cestry or former Turkish
opium farmer were no longer be
ing used In the late 70s upon
prodding from the American Jew
ish Committee and group of Phil
adelphia Quakers all religious
identification even of clergymen
became taboo in publishing gener
ally Ones religious affiliation is
certainly private matter Anti-
Catholic or anti-Semitic feelings
need no such aid from the press
In the mid-70s the Womens
Liberation Movement gained suf
iicicnt force to convince male edi
tors and authors alike that identi
fying individuals by sex was an
archaic sexist hang-up left over
from earlier days if lawyer won
case by dint of skillful work
why did the public need to know
that it was women lawyer or
man lawyer Fortunately by this
time the practice of giving babied
sex-typed names was no longer in
vogue The growing power in the
late 70s of two groups combined
to banish both statements of age
and experience from printed
sources job applications and public
record keeping The new childrens
unions which first appeared in high
schools in the mid-1970s and in
the grades the subsequent years
plus the strong organization of
both youth groups and retirement
age citizens finally convinced the
public that the annoying and pejor
ative practice of mentioning per
sons age worked great injustice
on both the young and the old
Likewise demand on application
forms for previous experience was
vigourosly protested by youth
groups and had disappeared by
1980
Some of you may recall that the
following year after some agita
tion by number of powerful or
ganizations among them the
American Psychological Associa
tion the Society for Retarded
There is something about the liu
man face that inspires artists po
ets and humanitarians Perhaps
those to whom faces prove the
most motivational are composite
of all three Such man is Joseph
Strick director of biter views With
My Lai Veterans the 1971 Acad
emy Award winner for Best Docu
mentary Short Subject
Mr Strick makes eloquent use of
the faces of the five My Lai veter
ans interviewed to contradict or
emphasize those already worn and
trite phrases one expects from
these men Orders are some
thing that just have to be carried
out Its either you or them
et cetera ad nauseum
Theres no flair to the film No
cinematic creativity No imag
inative daring Because Mr Strick
has resisted what most of us have
succumbed to the glamorization of
war
The fact that Mr Stricks inter
views were conducted with five en
listed men who heretofore had
received no particular notice from
the public and who might under
normal circumstances be termed
anonymous in the sense of lack
lug marked individuality or person
ality was the films whole state
ment
The fact that the interviews were
conducted in homes in cars and
on the street instead of in well-
Children and MENSA an organ-
ization of high IQ types any use
of IQ scores was legally forbidden
in medical social work or public
records That same year an Un-
likely combination of forces in or-
ganized and associations of wel
fare mothers succeeded in elimin
ating all references to occupation
or lack of it If person is re
furred to in the press nowadays of
course there is not the embarrass-
meat Oct being labelled for example
local contractor housewife
FBI electronic eavesdropper
etc The latest development com
lag within the last two years many
of you will recall the Anti-Def a-
mation League of Texas and gov
ernor of Georgia along with the
North Dakota Chamber of Coal-
merce convinced publishers to
avoid all regional references No
longer can the press say The
child molester was an unemployed
handyman from Allentown Penn-
sylvania
All of these developments then
led to the current literary and pub-
lishing conventions which eliniin
ated as unnecessarily subjective
and confusing any descriptive in
formation about persons in any
media This means of course that
electronic informational printouts
from data banks can give no Infor
mation besides indicating that
person did such-and-such on cer
tain date The problem was fur
ther resolved in art and video
presentations only last year by
complete ban on representations of
the human figure In spite of pro
tests from historians and sociolo
gists and of course the police the
present system seems to be the
only rational scientific and just
way of dealing with information
relating to humans
The present crusade among col
lege and university trainees against
pejorative use of animals in figures
of speech and their exploitation as
pets or for labor carries this
crusade but one step further It is
certainly unfair to slur an entire
species by such phrases as dirty
as pig hes rat or he was
real skunk To exploit animals
labor with horseback riding or
poio or degrade them as household
slave is even worse dont blame
my trainees for being incensed
Ut studio and the fact that the
sound track Included only those
natural sounds that found their
way onto the tape by accident as
opposed to the old theme song of
War Is Hell or even the sounds of
babies crying and far-off machine-
gun fire both underscored the
statement
If you havent guessed by now
Joseph Stricks film Interviews
With My Lai Veterans is saying
that war is lot closer to home
than we would like to think And
its getting closer
And doubt that any sane person
can watch smiling man describe
the rapes and mutilations that
went on at My Lal Some of
those guys were on real Indian
trip over there cutting off ears
and scalps and delude himself
into thinking theres nothing
wrong with war
Anyone who thinks war is fine
has only read the papers and not
the faces When you watch Inter
views With My Lai Veterans the
Beaver News will sponsor the film
on campus this semester dont
just watch the faces and listen
of the words Forget the wordh
entirely youve heard them all be
fore Instead read the faces
They say more effectively than
or anyone else could say that there
is nothing romantic or heroic or
sane about war
sday January 25 1972
Montessori School at Murphy Hall
BEAVER NEWS
From the Not too Distant Future
Page Three
Children enjoy the classroom enviroiunent at the
Montessori
School in Murphy ChapeL
by JoEllen Jones
Most Beaver students are fa
znilia.r with the idea of Montes
son school yet the majority of
us do not know that there is one
When the child leaves the school
he is prepared to enter into first
grade
There are two trained Montes
The teachers also said that an
Play Company to Present
Religious Sermons Songs
News Review
Interviews With My Lai Veterans
by Cindy Artiste
joyed seven year streak
of suc
cess will be shown at 7.30 p.m
on Saturday the 29 and at p.m
on Sunday the 30 Contribution
This money will not go to the
Playward Bus Company but is for
the benefit of senior citizens
The Playward Bus Company also
has plans for returning to Beaver
in March with the presentation of
Dr Black an adaptation of
the Moliere comedy Dr In Spite of
Himse7f The adaptation was writ
ten by Canton Mollette and the
actual date of presentation at this
time is uncertain
Anyonb interested in boarding horse at Timber Edge Farms in
Hatboro 25 minutes from Beaver should contact Mrs Stephens at
DI 3-1206 It has been stipulated that the horse would be used for
riding classes as partial payment for boarding
Nominations for Senators are open until Friday January 28
The election will be held next Tuesday February
Nominations for Senate officers open next Wednesday February
and will close on Friday February 11
Self-nomination forms are available from the resident assistants
Tuesday January 25 1972
Who is Lynn Denton and what
is she ding Her exciting ex
hibition paintings graphics nd
ceramics opened on Wednesday
January 19 at the gallery located
in the Eugenia Fuller Atwood Li-
brary Ms Dentons works are as-
toundingly powerful and indicate
reservoir of talent
Ms Denton has studied painting
in New York with Theodore Stem-
Os in France and taught in New
Haven and Philadelphia At the
present time Ms Dentons hori
zons have changed from painting
to cereamics enjoy ceramics
especially the process Im trying
to take courses at the Penllyn
School of Crafts in the chemistry
of ceramic glazes over the sum-
mer
T1is is Ms Dentons first show
incorporating both her ceramics
and paintings The pots have
marvelous sturdy shapes and var-
jed textures which cry out to be
touched
Three paintings display Ms Den-
tons interest in the juxtapoaltion
of images The large canvas of
construction workers and woman
who brings to mind Lady Ken-
nedy In trench coat is intriguing
particularly in the unusual use of
color
Blue Wave has terrific thrust
Denton displays fine under-
standing of color with her use of
briiliant blue and yellow My per-
sonal favorites of the show how-
ever are two drawings
Pbfladeilphia has long offered ex
cellent facilities to the young art-
1st or musician but until recently
there was no place in the city for
the seHou young poet to get ad-
vice and guidance from published
writere
Last fail the Philadelphia Poetry
Center of the Arts Council
opened with one workshop and
limited series of readings by well-
known poets This year thanks to
grant from the Fels Foundation
the Poetry Center is able to offer
As Yrni Like It
by Cindy Artiste
Love It has as many meanings
there are people to decipher
them Yet it remains mystery
But is comforting one might
even say edifying to realize that
oie who is generally accepted as
among the greatest poet/play-
wrigits in the history of the world
did not have ready key to the
mystery either
In Shakespeares As Yo Like It
Theatre Playshops Winter Produc
Uon the playwright presents sev
eral attitudes often expressed to-
ward and about love The atti
tudes range from the concentration
on the physical side of love to the
belief that love Is all In between
love is branded mere madness
and there is even character who
discounts the existence of such an
emotion
Scholars throughout the years
flave Claimed that Shakespeare has
written himself Into As You Like
It but few can agree on the char-
acter by which the author is al
ledgedly represented
Much of the plot for the play was
taken from short novel by
Thomas Lodge Actually the novel
was simply One In genre of prose
romances popular at the time
Through his gentle use of satire
and conc characters Shakespeare
made fun of the chivalric roman-
000 lovesick maidens and highly
idealized concepts of love peculiar
to the pilose romance
Ms Lynn Dejitori lecturer
in fine arts who is currently
exhibiting her work in the
Atwood Art Gallery The cxlii-
bition will run through Feb
mary
One drawing with Anna Karen-
ma combines meny images estab
lishing once again Ms Dentons
interest in the juxtaposition of
images in different format The
images in another drawing which
include Chinese beast tease the
mind with apparent incongruities
Ms Dentons exhibition is un
common when One considers the cx-
ceptional strength and force of
her work Her ceramic works con-
vey similar purpose in terms of
their strong shapes Undoubtedly
Ms Denton holds great artistic
promise and we are fortunate to
have the opportunity to view her
recent works
two workshops week each led
by an exciting young Philadelphia
poet and semi-monthly series of
free readings on Sunday evenings
Stephen Berg who received last
years prestigious Frank OHara
Award will lead the new Wednes
day night sessions graduate of
Boston University Berg studied
poetry with Robert Lowell and
Blackmur He also attended the
University of Pennsylvania and the
Writers Workshop at the Univer
sity of Iowa Center for the na
Lions new poetry renaissnce
Starting in 1953 with Poems his
first volume of verse Berg has
Continued on Page Col
On Wednesday January 26 All
College Forum is sponsoring re-
cital by Dennis Scavuzzo classi
cal guitarist who will perform at
730 p.m in the Rose Room Mr
Scavuzzo began studying guitar at
studio in downtown Philadelphia
at the age of 12 When he was
16 he was recommended to study
with Dennis Sandole and studied
jazz guitar with him until the age
of 20 He then attended classical
guitax recital given by Andres Se-
govia Very impressed he changed
to classical guitar in September of
1970 Two pieces in Mr Scavuzzos
program Suite by Ponce
Torre Bermeja and Barcarola
by Albeni were taken from Se-
by Dr George Markie
reprinted from The Alternative
Almost every thinker on the sub-
jeot agrees that the greatest prob
1cm facing the world today is the
population explosion which is more
than apparent now and promises to
be an ever increasing difficulty in
the future The predictions are for
more wars fanilnes social unrest
crime poverty and the total de
struction of the ecology of this
planet Clearly the world must
take issue with the problem of
overpopulation and do so now be-
--- it is too late All this is ac
cepted and the facts are well docu
mented but still in dispute are the
methods of controlling this popula
Lion growth
One of the methods for popula
tion control that would seem to
hold the greatest promise is of
course birth control Newer
methods notably the pill and other
contraceptive devices have proven
to be quite effective Many of us
would place our faith in thorn as
the hope for the future but more
and more we are hearing that we
must do more namely legalize
abortion at the will or whim of any
pregnant girl or woman They ar
gue that contraception takes fore-
thought characteristic rather
lacking in todays society where
one buys now and pays later in-
dulges tonight and takes headache
pills tomorrow Abortion they
correctly point out is tomorrows
remedy for todays mistakes and
eliminates the need for prudence
and self-discipline They say this
is desirable and realistic
There are however obstacles
and objections to the dependence
of our societies on abortion as the
answer to the population explosion
For one it isnt cheap even with
government sponsored free abor
tion clinics the cost per operation
and for the proper pvc-operative
and post-operative care would it
is estimated be at least two hun-
dyed dollars Taxes levied on the
self-supporting care for the in-
digent would be high indeed For
another thing abortion is distaste-
ful to the conservative elements of
society and it is unlikely that the
All students planning to apply
for financial aid for 1972-73
must apply by February 1972
Forms are available in room 14
in the classroom building
govias concert The program will
also consist of works by Bach
Mendelssohn and Soy coffee












Catholic Church will ever agree to
it In fact great many doctors
abhor the idea and will refuse to
perform abortions It is grisly
messy business at best Therefore
before all legal restraints be die-
carded ought we not to consider
all other forms of population con-
trol We should review what
other societies in other times have
done to curb their population prob
loins
Look at the Past
Let us consider the ancient
Greeks who exposed their defective
and unwanted infants on the moun
tain tops This method certainly
had its merits but in todays world
it would have to be rejected with-
out serious consideration The
sanitation officials would never put
up with it and in an ecologically
minded world such littering of the
countryside would be intolerable
Besides there are no convenient
mountains near our great popula
tion centers such as New York
Chicago and Houston
In the past India always main-
tamed controllable population
Whenever things began to get out
of hand they would manage to have
great cholera epidemic or similar
catastrophe The poor and un
wanted generally got the worst of
it thus eliminating much hunger
and poverty We must regretfully
dismiss this method too the Amer
ican Medical Association would be
against it and would successfully
oppose it with their powerful lobby
in Washington
The Chinese used to have splen
did epidemics too but they also
worked out convenient plan that
could be applied on an individual
family basis according to need
They sold their daughters Into
slavery at once providing for their
offsprings futures while relieving
the economic problem at home
This plan is so appealing to some
of todays parents that it should
get some prompt attention in Con-
gross However Senator Walter
Stitch has already warned me that
it is likely to be opposed by the
Womens Liberation movement It
does seem shame
Many societies of the past most
notably the Romans kept popula
acting is the profession to which
Ms Raymond is aspiring voila
ready-made niche
principal flaw in the produc
Lion was that the characters Ms
Raymond portrayed were not visu
ally diverse enough By this
mean there were no physical traits
to help differentiate one character
from another such as an old wo
mans limp or young childs lisp
ActuaRy the characters Ms Ray-
mond portrayed were not very di
ferent anyway mostly unhappy
tion growth in line by the expedi
ence of frequent wars This be-
came less effective however when
in later years most of the fighting
was done by the foreign mercena.r
ies and allies As result the
population of Rome increased to
unmanageable proportions and you
know what happened to Rome
Furthermore war today has lost
its general appeal and color We
no longer charge into battle on
horses with banners flying aM
seldom have the opportunities of
directly hacking down our enemies
with battle axes The satisfaction
is all gone And am afraid that
this ancient and honorable method
of population control would be of-
feotively blocked by our vocal pact-
fistic organizations
Some of the less well known civ-
iizations of the past have even
tried chastity and continence as
means to prevent unwanted cliii-
dren mention them only for the
sake of historical completeness
such old-fashioned ideas would be
laughed at by our sophisticated
leaders today
Viable Solution
There is one ancient custom
however which to my knowledge
has not been discussed by any of
our sociologists theologians or
welfare experts and before aban
doning our search for better way
should look into it It is the
method discovered and practiced
by an eminently successful civiliza
tion which lived and prospered for
for 1500 years lot longer
than the Romans These people
the Phoenicians solved the problem
by sacrificing all of their first-born
children to their deity Moloch
humbly propose that we consider
their remarkable example
Before dismissing this proposal as
out of hand let us analyze its ben-
efits First the method is demo-
cratic The rich as well as the
poor would make their contribu
tion to the well-being of society
the alternative of abortion would
fall more heavily upon the poor or
disadvantaged Secondly sacrific
ing the first-born would largely
solve the problems of the pregnant
unmarried girl there would be no
question about adoption and no
Continued on Page Cci
There were couple of selections
in which Ms Raymond deviated
attempted to bring character to
life notably as Coolly in The
ginia Woolf but whether her nerve
deserted her or her inhibitions
overpowered her well never know
At any rate she quickly fell back
One cant help wondering If the
recital would have been more alive
if Ms Raymond had decided on
more obscure works than she did
from which to draw her characters
Inevitably one actress perform-
ance will be compared with an-
others and perhaps Ms Raymond
should have taken her predeces
sors into consideration when she
chose such famous and often per-
formed roles as Electra Cecily
Martha Kinume from Rosho
men and Anne Frank One may
say it is unfair to make such oem-
parisons and one may not even
voice the differences but the In-
evitability remains
by Susan Stein
From Painting to Ceramics
Another Modest Proposal
Poetry Workshop Series
Opened by Arts Council
Classical Guitarist Dennis Scavuzzo




About the worst that could be recitals title prouduy exclaims
said about Judy Scharf Raymonds The many faces of woman
Thursday night dramatic recital If am being unjust in typing the
was that the acting was competent characters so it is an impression
But looking at the show from based on Ms Raymonds portray-
positive standpoint about the best als
that could be said about Judy
Scharf Raymonds recital is that
the production was competent from her self-typed character and
Fortunately there is still place
for competency in the theatre This
is evidenced by the fact that there Importance of Being Earnest and
are many professional actors who as Martha in Whos Afraid of Vir
never manage to achieve star
status or widespread recognition
Albeniz 1860-1909
but manage to earn living some
Barcarola Albeniiz quite comfortable one by 01-
lowing directions competently If into stock
For Better Jewelry Gifts Leather Goods and Silverware




Gleriside Pennsylvania TU 6-9220
Fine Watch and Jewelry Repair
Open Monday Wednesday Friday fit p.m
Tuesday Thursday Saturday 1-It 530 p.m
AMPLE PARKING
heroines bit ironic when the





It has been said of Nixon that no
President in modern times came to
office with fewer commitments
He was not beholden to clearly
defined constituencies because it
was not clear which if any such
constituencies voted heavily
for
him He was not clearly obligated
to discernible blocs such as
blacks
or unions or farmers
But lack of commitments is not
liberating it is by another name
the absence of base
Thus it was with more despera
tion than delight that the President
and his men latched on to the idea
of the Silent Majority They
had nothing more solid by way of
base so they committed the politic
ally unpardonable of allowing
their wishes to be father to their
thoughts They conjured this goss
amer majority into existence and
paid dearly
for their delusion in
1970 when lot of real old-fash
ioned blocs like blacks and
unions and farmers went to the
polls disgruntled
Lacking base of manageable
bite-sized blocs Nixon cannot hope
to win with the techniques used by
those who work with the still
healthy and substantial remnant
of
the New Deal coalition Nixon
cannot win by casting series of
small nets around blocs who basic
ally want to be courted and caught
Rather Nixon must cast single
gigantic net he must use grand
theme to captivate winning plur
ality That is what he will be do-
YOUNG lxy whose father
is missing cant under
stand when he hears people
ying things like.
the prisoner-of-war question is
political issue
this is not war so how can
there be prisoners of war
All he knows is that his
father is missing in actiori and
that noixidy can tell himwhere
his father is and how his father is
This messagetoHanoithis
message to the people
of the
world is in behalf of the chil
ciren the wives the fathers and
mothers of Americans being
held in secret captivity inNorth
Vietnam South Vietnam Laos
and Camlxxlia
Of course we all want the
war to end and the prisoners to
be released as soon as possible
But meanwhile there is no
need for Hanoi and its allies to




ing when he seeks re-election as
the peace President
Nixon will run as the man who
got Americans out of combat and
who kept us all alive and who
made Armageddon little more
remote Being Republican he
will have to emphasize that he did
all this without messing up the
economy Being Nixon he will run
with an accusing version of Ikes
peace and prosperity slogan he
will run on prosperity without
war
Let official neutral ohservers
into the prison camps to see
who the prisoners are how they
are where they are and whether
or not they are being humanely
treated accoiding to the stand
anis of civilized nations
It is so human for little lxiys
to ask
It would be so humane for
Hanoi to answer
He wanted to put the economy
on an even keel
And he wanted to abjure rhetoric
and flamboyance in the hope that
bit of studied political drabneas
might help Nixons longevity is
of special kind He is uniquely
familiar figure and familiarity
does not always breed contempt
The very least that can be said Is
that in 1972 there will be lot
of
people all across the nation
who
have been voting for Nixon for
long time some of them for two
decades
Nixon unlike Disraeli of whom
he is so fond is not eloquent by the
standards of those who write about
eloquence But Bagehots de
scription of Disraeli
the eloquent
spokesman of many inaudible
voices somehow also fits Nixon




able for students who are in-
terested in serving as Residence
Assistants for the 1972 to 1973
academic year Applications
may be obtained from Mrs Pat
Smith director of residence in
Heinz Hall and must be re











Continued from Page Ce
addition she has greater ability
to define problems and come
to
grips with them
What is the market value of
liberally educated person
It is not the degree or diploma
that is important it is the com
plete person
and this in turn





the job market is her
malleability that
she is able to
adapt and adjust her skills
and
knowledge to whatever demands
her job may make
That do you hope to impart to
your students as professor
of
liberal arts
hope to give my students some
feelings on how person in the
sci
ences looks at problem
and how
the problem can be solved
also




and how the study of science can
















will take place on Saturday
Janu
ary 29 1972 at p.m in the
audi-









the people of the
world
Activities on the 29 will include
The showing of feature length




with scripts by Fields himself the
feature was written by
Fields un
der the pen name of Otis Crible
soblia
In addition to the showing of
the





Kicking Contest with stuffed
dog Child Insulting Contest
with live child Peter Alotta
the 10-year-old son of
the Society
president and Martini Oliving
Contest
Adults and children attending
the Fields Birthday Party will be
askeci to make $1.00 admission
donation
QUALITY DRUGS
than one who is trained to do
specific task
For centuries English bureau-
cracies have been manned by pee-
ple trained in Latin Greek
his-
tory and other seemingly irrle
vant disciplines think
this ac
counts for the more humane quality
of life in England





hope to communicate those




am teaching to show the stu
dents how to work with those
ideas and to liberate them
from
the necessity of having me as
guide
hope to find something within
the students that meshes well with
those great ideas to show where
those great ideas have bearing
and
therefore encourage her to
work
with them
This task is made harder at
Beaver specifically because am
dealing with just women Few of
the women here have high aspira
tions to take up scholarly life
The knowledge of some complicated
social theory wont have much rele
vance when she is changing din-
pers following recipe
etc
think many of my students believe
womans place is in the stove
year
In addition to numerous essays
on poetry for magazines
or as in-
troductions to texts and antholo
gies Bergs verse
has appeared in
such national and itnernational
magazines as Poetry where
he was
featured in the lead collection
of
eight poems in March 1970
Paris
Review The New Yorker New
American Review DeloC Magazine
and the International Literary
eta-
thology edited in London
Currently assistant professor
of
English at hte Philadelphia
College
of Art Berg spent the years
be-
tween 1959 and 1961 in Mexico
on
Rockefeller writing grant





sessionS Parker whose book
Lifetime of Happiness
was pub-
lished last year is one of the
newly emerging Philadelphia
School of Poets group of mdi
vidualists who prefer to remain
and work in the Delaware Valley
area He teaches again at
the
request of his workshop
members
Its amazing the enthusiasm
each
session generates said Louis Si-
mons founder of the Center
We
were supposed to begin at
oclock
and meet for two hours
but we
find that we get together by 730
and continue until they close
the
building
Membership in each workshop
is
$25 for 15 weeks Sessions
meet





formation on workshops or read-




Nixons Campaign Rhetoric Beyond Liberal Arts Education
DR ROSE
hostages given to hostile Govern-
meats That is why one has the
feeling that the hoops through
wMeh Nixon is jumping and
through which he is putting the
country are becoming progress-
ively smaller
If Chou En Lai is as shrewd as
the average Republican county
chairman he knows how politically
important Nixon considers
the
China visit There is reason to
fear that along about mid-winter
various difficulties will be dis
covered by Peking and paid for by
Nixons Surprise tactics Washington
What Nixon lacks by way of Bre.nev is as cunning as his
rhetorical ability he more than success in Kremlin politics sug
makes up for politically in gests he knows how far Nixon has
his capacity for planned surprise committed himself to running as
Rhetoric has its risks but so does peace President He knows how
surprise If one must choose one much Nixon wants an agreement
or the other as political tactic
it
the SALT talks In addition
is understandable why after Sor- Brezhnev and the Soviet officers in
ensonian pufferies about
New ge of his Mediterranean fleet
Frontiers and alter Goodwinian and his missiles along the Suez
flights about Great Societies Canal know how much peace
President and especially this prejont has to fear from Mid-
President now would choose stir- die Eastern war
prise The nation which elected But before becoming too alarmed ____
Nixon in 1968 was tired of rhetoric abeut the risks of the Presidents
But it still suffered from linger- course consider one thing Sur
ing dose of Camelotitis
hank- pes are an element but by no
ering for politics of style by means the only element in his p0- selves which
is strong enough to
attractive people who trade in con- litidal The principle enable them to develop
and enlarge
spicuous gracefulness
For Nixon basis of Nixons campaign for re- their
artistic ideas This may lead
the least graceful of Presidents election is unique record of pro-
to way in which they can
survive
surprise is style carried on by longed exposure to the American
as female artists in
male-donti
other means people In fact past exposure is
nated world
Nixons substitute for more tra-
The risk attendant upon rhetoric ditioal 1thd of political base
is dangerously teased hopes The
risk of Nixons surprises is of now ciear that Nixon came
to office with five grand goals The
achievement of these goals in the
first four years was supposed to
win him second four years
His goals were these in order of
importance to him
He wanted to end the war
through the Paris peace talks
He wanted an arms limitation
agreement with the Soviet Union
He wanted to develop new rela
tions with the Peoples Republic of
China
POETRY WORKSHOP
Continued from Page Ce
pubiished many books including
Naked Poetry Hobbs Merrill
1969 The Daughters Bobbs Mar-
right thing to do but having
the nil 1971 Other Tongues Funk
machinery to put out technically
and Wagneli 1971 and Cloudy
competent people think
this is Sky Harper and Row and Pen-
an error guin
and Nothing In the Workl
As John Dewey said The only Viking both appearing early
this
relevant educatioil is an irrevelant
education Colleges must be
in
the business of teaching pcople
how
to think not how to do something
person who is trained to think
is more valuable to an employer
How do you tell 6-year-old








op en your prison camps to
neutral observers..
now
We ask no more than we give All American
and South Viemamese prison camps are in-
spected regularly by
othcial neueal observers
The Inteniational Committee of the RedCross
Advertising contribuied
for the public good
National League ofFamilies ofAmerican Prisoners
and Missing in Southeast Asia
1608 Street N.W.Washington D.C 20006
PRESCRI PTIONS
BEAVER PHARMACY
EASTON and MT CABMEL
New Address
Service Our Privilege
Quality Our Constant Aim
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SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY fRIDAY SATURDAY 
25 26 27 28 29 
o Civilisation: The Fallacies Dennis Scavuzzo, classical Coffee hour for students Glee Club Concert with Tennis, Murphy Gym, 1 
of Hope, Amphitheatre, guitarist, Mirror Room, interested in student University of Pennsyl- to 11 a.m. 
4:30 and 8 p.m. 7:30 p.m. government, Heinz vania Glee Club, Mur-
Student Referral Service Beaver News organization- Lobby, 4 p.m. phy Chapel, 8 p.m. 
Meeting, SGO room, al meeting, 4:30 p.m., 
4:30 p.m. News room 
3 0 31 1 
Last day to return Resi- Civilisation: Heroic Ma-
dent Assistant applica- terialism, Amphitheatre, 
tions 4:30 and 8 p.m. 
Last day to apply for fi-
nancial aid 
Ldte1e4 ttl. ti,e EdtttJ.'e (Continued from Page 2, Col. 5) 
Commeni:J on 
To the Editor: 
As an impartial 'Observer of 
theawe at BeaV'er in reoent years 
and a;s an oocasional I'eader of the 
Beaver News, perhaps I might be 
al10wed to comment 'on your!'ecent 
editorial 'about the casting of 
Theatre Pla;yshop's forthcoming 
production of As You Like It and 
to mention an important aspect of 
the situation which your editorial 
writer overlooked in her shrill, .per-
sonal a;ttack. 
On the matter of "dictatorial 
prerogatives" (sic) of a director, it 
would seem to be only common 
sense to give a director complete 
aI1tisticcontrol olVer all the ,ele-
ments of :a play (particularly oast-
ing) which must be blended into 
a production for whose outcome 
the directoll' will be held primarily 
responsible - particularly when 
an 'experienced direotor will be 
working with a basically untrained 
cast. 
The ,charge of sexism is even 
more ,impontant but, unfortunately, 
impoSsible to answer lor even con-
sider seriously when presented as 
it lis ,in such exaggerated and spec-
ulative terms. Since lama man, 
I suppose that anything I said to 
refute such a charge would only 
be oonsirlwed as more ,sexistprOip-
aganda. Rather, a.sk me if I've 
stopped beating my wife. 
What has been overlooked com-
pletely, however, is the the'atrical 
appropriateness of how the play 
has been cast. But first, th.e choice 
of play is .to be commended, since 
a full-length Shakespearean play 
has not ,been done at Beaver for at 
least seven years (Winter'8 Tale 
in 1964 was the last); As YOj~ 
Like It \I\lill provide variety for 
both cast and audieneea£ter the 
modern Rosencrantz and GuiZden-
8tern Are Dead and the experi-
mental workshop production of 
Alice, just completed. Both of 
these were successful with female 
casts, but that was due to the par-
ticular nature of those plays rather 
than to the advisability of casting 
all plays with women only. Alice 
has :characte,rs who are male, fe-
male, and animal, but whose sex 
does not determine their behavior. 
Rosencrantz and GniZdenstern is 
sexually explioit, but since all of 
the major roles are of one sex, 
casting them ·as women ra;ther than 
as men can Tesult in 'a successful 
produotion, as wa,s seen last spring. 
ButSha~espeare is another ma;t-
ter. Although in the Eli:i'labethan 
theatre ,boys (not men) were cast 
in wom'en',s roles, they were ex-
perienoed lin imitating the graceful 
movements and ,higher voices 
which their roles as women de-
manded. 'l1imes have changed 
and lit is !l'eIOOgni:zled that ·women 
should porItray IWOIIrlenon fue 
stage. And Shalresrpeare's plays 
can no longer be cast from a thousand dead each day! 
single sex (male OT female) .with- There is a so~utiOln.. With the 
.out questionable results when end of ,the war the a;vcenues for re-
scenes between :the two sexes must lief have been opened. But the 
be played. In spite of the ability money to use through these ave-
of any aator or actress involved, nues has not ,appeared, nor will it 
scenes that were intended to be materia1i2e w:ilthout .our help. 
played between the ,two ,sexes will 
be distorted on a sexually .segre- I would hope that SO!lneone here 
gated stage. Even the British Na- organize a campus-wide drive to 
tional Theatre's production of As alleviate the suffering on the sub-
You Like It sevwal years ,ago met continent. Many things can be 
with only modest success ,in using done towards this end: fast, door-
an ,all-male cast. to-door col1ection on campus, fund-
raising movies and assemblies, 
Moreover, if Beaver still gradu- food sales, paper and bottle drives, 
ates speech theatre majors who car washes, etc. 
intend to follow theatre as a voca- An umbrella ,agency in Washing-
tiion or an avooation, they will cer- ton, D. C. can handle the funds: 
tainly enoounter male aators. Per-
forming with them now would be 
valuable and realistic experience, I 
should think. And a look at the 
casting list shows that men are 
cast only in the ma;sculine roles 
of lov,er, clown, ,and Wl'estler, ·while 
the sexually indistinct male roles 
of rustic and parson are filled I by 
women. 
I only wish that some of these 
faots had been considered before 
the Beaver News permitted such 
an editorial attack that was so 
personally insulting land not con-
sidwateof the true situation. 
Theatre 'at Beaver has been highly 
thought of by many for a long 
time, and as one of those holding 
it in high regard I am sorry to see 
an ,attack upon it by ,someone who 
seems to be unaware of the basic 
theatrical faots of life. 
Sincerely, 
To the Editor: 
Hilton Gieseke, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
The tragedy of the ASlian sub-
continent has been before us fo.r 
Emergency ReUef Fund, Inc. which 
is actiV'elysupported by 'the major 
relief organizations in North Amer-
icaincluding UNICEF, CARE, and 
religlious groups. 
RIease help Ito save these inno-
cent victims iof disaster1s wrought 
by man and by nature. I am al-
ways willing to' .sug~est ideas and 
material sources by letter or over 
the telephone. 
Yours for .peace, 
Thomas S. Hamilton, President 
Students' WD.rld Concern 
South PO'inte Plaza 
Lansing, Michigan 48910 
Phone (517) 393-7686 
To the Editor: 
Its been said before, but appar-
ently it has to be said again. J 
think it's sad that ,some people at 
Beaver College think nothing Df 
wasting food. We're fortunate that 
our meal plan ,allows us to take as 
much food as we want. Why must 
some people take more than they 
really want and then throw it 
away. I've se'en untDuched cup-
cakes, muffins, ice cream, etc. in 
the garbage. I think that this 
over a year nDW: In NDvember, shows a real lack of sensitivity for 
1970, a devastating, cyclonic tidal something which is essential to' all 
wave hit East Pakistan off the bay of us. I think that this is Dne 
of Bengal killing almost 750,000 bad habit that can be bI'oken with 
people and lelaving milliDns home- a little effDrt. 
less and without fDDd. 
After failing to win a majority 
in the first national eledions of 
Pakistan, the military dicta,tor 
(Yahya Kahn) initiated a oj vil 
war of genocidal propo,rtions dur-
ing which over ten million people 
fled their own land for the unsure 
security of India. 
TQday there no longer exisrts a 
state of war either between the 
two RaJtistans (Paki.stan and 
Bangladesh) or between India and 
Pakistan. SO' we all assume thaJt 
every;thing wil1 qui:ckly approach 
nortnalcy. 
But we're wrong! The United 
states Senate reports over 4,300 
children are dying each day in the 
refugee camps alone! This holI'Ti-
fyliing :figure is compounded by an 
extrapolation used to 'include the 
entire area (and adults), up to ten 
Sarina Rosner, 
Class of 1975. 
Term Paper Researchers of 
Philadelphia 
133 South 36 Street 
Suite 405 
Girard Trust Building 
Philadclphia, Pennsylvania 
(215) EV 2-7453 
We Guarantee Result8 
Help a child to' succeed in 
school. Sign up to tutor in 
Philadelphiia. Recruitment will 
be held outside the dining hall, 
through tomorrow. 
Another Modest Proposal 
(Continued f,rom Page 4, Col. 5) 
difficulty about a fo!'ced marriage ruble that such pagan worship was 
to give the ,child a name. Thirdly, oonsidered iby some of the prophets 
the plan would 'enable young mar- as an abomination. The Christian 
ried ·couples to ~et off ,to a better religion, .among others, would likely 
start in life. With the first ,baby take a dim view' of this proposal 
out of the way, the mother could were we to worship ,any other than 
work. In O'r out of wedlock, young our pI1esent deities. But today 
people could indulge themselves there seem to be a number of sec· 
sexually with all the freedom that ular ,institutions widely acclaimed 
1S encouraged . and condoned iby our by the organized religions to which 
modern liberal society. val'ious sacrifices are deemed 
There would be a salutary by-
produat of ,this praoticalsociologi-
cal .innovation. The rich, impres-
sive, Cer1emony 'attendant to these 
mfant sacrifices would lend color to 
our drab existences and would re-
kindle the flames ·of patriQtic fer-
vor whiohare SO' lacking today. 
The Phoenicians and later their 
descendants, the Caxthaginians, 
found that ,these ceremonies, and 
the necessary ,sacrifices involved, 
broug'ht their people together and 
heightened their religious and civic 
sensibilities. . 
Of course, I do not inltendthat 
the people IQf this world revert to 
worshipping the god, Moloch. A 
few .of us may have Tead in the 
proper and are encouraged. Per· 
haps our little human sacrificeS 
could be made to, the United Na· 
Uons, tha;t organizatiOln. dedicated 
to the solution of world tensions 
and problems, not the least of 
which is the :population .explosion. 
Since atheism, the Ol'eed of the 
socialists and communists, is he· 
coming ,so popular in our univer-
sities, the ,1i:beral clergy is anxious 
to free us from the restraints and 
shackles of ,tra.d~tional dogma, and . 
our Supreme Court has declaroo 
that official encouragement of 
Christianity is unconstitutional. 
Perhaps we need a new religion, a 
r~igion without God, yet dedicated 
to social welfa;re. This would seem 





IS NOT JUST ONE OF THE BEST PLAYS 
OF THE SEASON, IT IS ONE OF THE 
MASTERPIECES OF THE CENTURY.AFUNNY 
PLAY. ALAN SCHNEIDER,INFINITELY HELPED BY WILLIAM RITMAN'S SETTING, 
HAS DIRECTED WITH A SURE EAR TO ITS INNER RHYTHMS OF SPEECH, AND 
MUCH MORE IMPORTANTLY ITS INNER DRAMATIC MOVEMENT." 
-Clive Barnesj N.Y. Times 
TOM EWELL 





2 Weeks Only! Jan. 25· Feb. 6 
Tues.-Thurs. eves., 8 pm; Thurs. & Sat. mats., 
2 pm; Sun., 3 pm - $6.50, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50. 
Fri. & Sat. eves., 8 pm - $7.50, 6.50, 5.50, 
4.00. Opening night at 7:30 pm. -i~: ... ';:, ). 
~.'JV~"< 
----PRESENT OR MAil TO BOX OFFICE----, I NEW LOCUST THEATRE, Broad & locust Sts., Phila. 19102 
I STUDENT DISCOUNT! I 
I THIS COUPON WORTH $2.00 per ticket I 
I WAITING FOR GODOr I 
I Good for regular $4.50, 5.50, 6.50, 7.50 Seats. Good I i ::::, for 2 .;, .. " for any pe.,.rmaeo Not W,;te Here] i 
L Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope when ordering by mail. - • --------------------
